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Chapter

Lean Operations and
the Toyota Production
System
Toyota is frequently associated with high quality as well as overall operational excellence,
and, as will discuss in this chapter. there are good reasons for this association—Toyota
has enjoyed decades of economic success hile changing the history of operations man

agement.

• Various elements of the company’s famous Toyota Production System (TPS) are cov
ered throughout this book, but in this chapter e will rexiew and summarize the com
ponents of TPS. as well as a few that have not been discussed in earlier chapters.

• We also will illustrate how the various elements of TPS are intertwined, thereby mak
ing it difficult to adapt some elements hile not adapting others.

Readers who want to learn more about TPS are referred to excellent reading, such as
Fujimoto (1999) or Ohno ( 1988). from which many of the following definitions are taken.

As we will discuss, one of the key objectives of TPS is the elimination of “waste”
from processes such as idle time, unnecessary inventory, defects, and so forth. As a result,
people often refer to (parts of) TPS as “lean operations.” The expression “lean operations”
has been especially popular in service industries.

With the luxury of hindsight. it is fair to say that Ford’s focus was on running his
automotive production process ith the goal ofutilizing his expensive production equip-
ment as much as possible, thereby allowing him to crunch out the maximum number
of vehicles. Ford soon reached an unmatched production scale—in the early days of
the Model T, 9 out of 10 automotive vehicles in the world were produced by Ford!
Benefiting from his scale economies, Ford drove the price of a Model T down to a
2005-inflation-adjusted LJS$ 3,300. This made the automotive vehicle affordable to the
American middle class, an enormous market that was well suited to be served by mass
production.

The Toyota Motor Corporation grew out of Toyota Industries, a manufacturer of auto-
mated looms, just prior to World War II. Toyota supported the Japanese army by supplying
it with military trucks. Given the shortages of most supplies in Japan at that time, Toyota
trucks were equipped with only one headlight and had an extremely simplistic design. As
we will see, both the heritage as a loom maker as well as the simplicity of its first vehicle
product had consequences for the future development of Toyota.

Following the war, shortages in Japan were even more severe. There existed virtually
no domestic market for vehicles and little cash for the acquisition of expensive production
equipment. The United States had an active role in the recovery process of Japan and so it is
not surprising that the American production system had a strong influence on the young auto
maker. Toyota’s early vehicles were in part produced using secondhand U.S. equipment and
also otherwise had significant resemblances with the U.S. brands of Dodge and Chevrolet.

As inspiring as the Western industrial engineering must have been to Toyota, replicat
ing it was out of the question. Mass production, with its emphasis on scale economies
and large investments in machinery, did not fit Toyota’s environment of a small domestic
market and little cash.

Out of this challenging environment of scarcity, Toyota’s management created the vari
ous elements of a system that we now refer to as the Toyota Production System (TPS). TPS
was not invented overnight—it is the outcome of a long evolution that made Toyota the most
successful automaker in the world and the gold standard for operations management.

As a measure of Toyota’s success, consider the following business facts. In the first
half of 2007. Toyota became the number one manufacturer of automobiles as measured by
sales volume. This ended the over 70-year-long leadership of GM. This leadership in sales
volume is especially remarkable given the dominating position of Ford and GM just 20
years earlier (see Figure 10.1, right).

However, the financial success of Toyota is even more impressive. Toyota had 2006
profits of$ 13.6 billion and employed over 300,000 people worldwide. At the same time, the

10.1 The History of Toyota

To appreciate the elegance and success of the Toyota Production System. it his helpful to

go hack in time and compare the history of the Toyota Motor Company with the history of
the Ford Motor Corporation.

Inspired by moving conveyor belts at slaughterhouses, Henry Ford pioneered the use of

the assembly line in automobile production. The well-known Model T was the first mass-

produced chicle that was put together on an assembly line using interchangeable parts.

Working with interchangeable parts allowed Ford to standardize assembly tasks, which

had two important benefits. First, it dramatically reduced variability, and thereby increased
quality. Second, it streamlined the production process. thereby making both manual and

automated assembly tasks faster.

IGURE 10.1 Comparison of Toyota, General Motors, and Ford
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